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PRIVACY POLICY
1. Scope
The protection of personal data is very important to the SGCM, the Swiss Society for Cannabis
in Medicine. Our privacy policy informs you about the type, scope and purpose of the
collection and use of personal data.
2. Data protection
According to Article 13 of the Swiss Federal Constitution and the data protection provisions of
the federal government (Data Protection Act, DSG), every person has the right to privacy and
protection against misuse of personal data. The SGCM adheres to these provisions and treats
personal data confidentially. Our database is on a Swiss server; Together with our hosting
provider, we protect our database as well as possible from unauthorized access, loss, misuse
or forgery.
3. Personal data
Personal data is all information that relates to a specific or identifiable person. This includes,
among other things, the name, email address or other personal information that you as a
member or candidate of SGCM have voluntarily stored in your personal profile in our
confidential member database. But data about leisure activities, memberships or websites
that were accessed by someone also count as personal data. Personal data is only collected,
used and passed on by the provider if this is permitted by law or if the user consents to the
data collection.
4. Establishing contact
When you contact SGCM (for example using the contact form or e-mail), your personal
information, which you submit on a voluntary basis, will be saved for the purpose of
processing and in the event that follow-up questions arise.
5. Newsletter
With the newsletter we inform the SGCM members about our news, offers and activities. In
the SGCM statutes, electronic communication is explicitly permitted. We therefore generally
assume that when you join SGCM, you automatically agree to receive our newsletter.
6. Use of LinkedIn
Components of the social network LinkedIn are integrated on the SGCM website. The
operating company of LinkedIn is the LinkedIn Corporation, 2029 Stierlin Court Mountain
View, CA 94043, USA. LinkedIn Ireland, Privacy Policy Issues, Wilton Plaza, Wilton Place, Dublin
2, Ireland, is responsible for data protection matters outside the USA.
If you are logged in to LinkedIn at the same time, LinkedIn recognizes which specific subpage
of our website you are visiting each time you visit our website and for the entire duration of
your stay on our website. This information is collected by the LinkedIn component and
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assigned to your LinkedIn account by LinkedIn. If you press a LinkedIn button integrated on
our website, LinkedIn assigns this information to your personal LinkedIn user account and
saves this personal data. If you do not want LinkedIn to be able to assign your visit to the
SGCM website to your LinkedIn account, please log out of your LinkedIn account. The SGCM
has no knowledge of the content of the transmitted data or their use by LinkedIn.
Further information can be found in LinkedIn's data protection declaration at
https://www.linkedin.com/legal/privacy-policy.
7. Links to other websites
The SGCM website contains links to other websites. We have no influence on compliance with
data protection laws on this website. Please inform yourself directly on the respective website
about the valid data protection declaration.
8. Service providers and transfer to third parties
We reserve the right to commission external service providers to support us in the execution
of our offer or to carry out offers for the SGCM. External service providers who receive data
for the purpose of data storage are also subject to this data protection regulation as well as
the contractual confidentiality obligation. Otherwise your data will not be passed on to third
parties and will not be sold under any circumstances.
9. Contact address
If you need further information on data protection or would like us to delete your personal
data, please contact us as follows:
SGCM - Swiss Society for Cannabis in Medicine
Office
Frikartweg 9A
CH-3006 Bern
Email: info@sgcm-sscm.ch
Bern, March 17, 2021
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